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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by the Ramjet Technology .Bra~ch, Ramjet Engine 

Division, Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base, Ohio 45433. The work was accomplished under Project 3012, 11 Ramjet 

Technology,~~ and Task 301212, 11 In-House Ramjet Technology.~~ 

The report covers work performed during the time period of March 1973 

through January 1974. 

This report was submitted for publication by the authors 28 June 1974. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Current volume limited ramj~t designs employ dump combustprs. In this 

engine system th~ booster rocket is integrated into the ramjet combustor to 
,,, 

conserve mi~sile volume. Such combustors do not contain combustor liners or . . ' . ' ' -

conventional flameholders '1ithin the combustion region and must depend· to a 

large ~xt~nt upon recirculatio~ zones forme~ py the sudden enlargement area 

between the inlet duct and ~he combustor chamber. 
' Many combustors have been successfull,.Y.: developed over the years which 

have demonstra,fe·~· ad~quate performance,'for limited operating conditions. 
' 

Because of the specific nature of1 ~hese prior designs, no real data base . . J . 

exists on th~ sea 1 i ng of dump combustors or on systematically varying key 
' combustor g~om~tries and te?t co.n.ditions. This report covers in-house com-

bustion efforts conducted at the Air Force Aero Propuls,ion Laboratory, in 
~ 

an attempt to establish some of the design data base needed to support 

future ramj~~ ~evelopments~ Th~ results are applicable to coaxial dump 

combustors without flamehqlqers and includes both JP-4 and Shelldyne data. 

A similar program involving the use of flameholders in the inlet duct is 

being cond~pt~~ an~ will be reported in a fut~re report. 
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Test Hardware 

SECTION I I 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The scale model test hardware was essentially designed according to "pres

sure scaling" relationships [1, 2], in which overall geometric similarity was 

maintained, see Fig. 1. The fuel injectors consisted of 8 equally spaced, 

fixed orifice, wall injectors located 2.5 inches upstream of the dump section. 

This distance was determined from previous fuel injection studies [3] and was 

held constant. The orifice diameter was scaled so that, at a fuel/air ratio 

of .055, the ratio of penetration distance to inlet diameter ~as a constant 

value of . 16. Cross-stream injection was used throughout the test program. 

Combustors with diameters of 2", 3", 4", and 5" were fabricated from 

Schedule 40 (1/4'' wall) stainless steel pipe flanged at both ends. The 

coaxial inlet duct was fabricated from similar stainless steel pipe with 

a diameter equal to l/2 that of the combustor, see Fig. 2. An assortment of 

convergent exit nozzles varying from 3/4" to 4 l/4" allowed the scale models 

to be tested at essentially constant combustor velocity conditions for the 

pressure scaling tests. Fig. 3 is a photograph of the four scaled combustors 

with one set of exit nozzles. Combustor LID's for each of these baseline 

models is 3. In addition, other length combustors were available with the 

5" D hardware so that combustor L/D could be varied from 1.5 to 6. By 

combining the various exit nozzle sizes with the different length combustors, 

conditions of essentially constant L* but varying LID's could be achieved. 
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Likewise by interchanging the various inlet ducts with a given combustor 

diameter, the effects of varying .sudden dump expansion ratio could be 

observed. 

Test Rig 

The combustor hardware consisting of the inlet duct and combustor chamber 

were mounted directly on a thrust stand from which combustion efficiency was 
-

obtained. Heated air was supplfed from the 300 psi Laboratory air supply sys-

tem through an indirect fired gas furnace and was controlled by a 311 high tempera

ture air valve. The inlet air temperature, measured with chromel-alumel thermo-

couples, was varied from 750°R t~ 1250°R during these tests. An orifice plate 

metered the air flow rate which was varied from about .5 lb/sec to over 6 lb/sec. 

Fuel flow to the fuel injectors was measured by a turbine type flow meter. 

Unbonded strain gage pressure transducers were used for monitoring the inlet 

duct and combustor chamber static pressures as well as detecting pressure 

fluctuations. A Baldwin Lima Hamilton load cell type U3XX was mounted to the 

thrust stand. 

Data from all of the instrumentation was recorded on magnetic tape for 
'· 

computer processing. A Hewlett-Packard 20128 digital data acquisition system 

acquired the data at a rate of 15 channels per _second. For all tests, data 

was recorded for the cold flow just prior to igniting the fuel/air mixture 

and continued until the combustor chamber glowed red and the fuel flow terminated. 

Combustion Efficiency Calculation 

There are many definitions used in the propulsion industry for combustion 

efficiency. The definition of combustion efficiency, nc• used in this report is 

nc = ~Tt/~Tt· 
1 
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where 6Tt is the stagnation temperature rise computed from engine thrust 

measurements and 6Tt. is the ideal total temperature rise computed from 
. 1 

equilibrium chemistry calculations for the measured fuel~to-air ratio, f/a. 

The ideal temperature rise for several hydrocarbon fuels ahd additives is 

shown in Fig. 4. Here the abscissas variable is equivalence ratio, ~. defined 

as 
f/a 

~ = 
(f/a)stoichiometric 

Data for oniy one initial temperature, TT2, and one chamber pressure, PT4 , are 

shown. The temperature rise curve does vary with TT2 but ~aries only weakly 

with pressure. These data are stored in a data reduction program as a two 

dimensional arfay with~ and TT2 as the independent variables. 

The thrust stand used in this test program was designed so that all of the 

inlet air momentum is removed from the incoming air before it reaches the thrust 

stand. The measured thrust is then only a function of the flow momentum leaving 

the nozzle of the combustion chamber. Thus 

. Fe = We Ve + PeAe 
g 

where ~e is the total weight flow through the engine, Ve is' the nozzle exit 
' velocity, Pe is the nozzle exit pre~sure and Ae the nozzle exit area. 

If an air specific stream thrust, Sae is defined as 

where w2 is the air flow entering the combustor, one obtains 

Sae = ( l+f/a) ~ ll Tt ~l+::r:Me2~ 
Meg e 

r~e VY (l+Y-1 M 2)1/2 ( 1 ) . 2 e .. 
where (fL is the universal gas constant, y is the ratio of specific heats, Me the 

molecular weight and Me the Mach number of the flow at the nozzle exit. Since 

only the difference in the thrust of tne flow with the fuel on and the fuel off 
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is measured, this can be related to Sae as follows: 

~F = ~2 (Sae - Saair) 

then 

Sae = ~ + Saair (2) 
w2 

Saair is easily obtained from equation (1) since one knows Tre and Me when no 

combustion is occurring. The Mach number effect in equation (1) is eliminated 

by using a sonic orifice for the nozzle and Saair can be computed very accurately 

from 
Saair = 2.39 \fTT2 

Under certain operating conditions, since the flow is exhausted to the 

atmosphere, the nozzl~ will be choked when combustion is occurring but becomes 

unchoked when the fuel is turned off. Thus Saair will increase as the flow 

becomes .more subsonic, as shown in Fig. 5. However, this increase is not a 

strong function of Mach number near sonic conditions, increasing only 2% when 

the Mach number drops to 0.8. This effect is not included in the calculations 

and under these conditions the computed combustion efficiencies will be slightly 

pessimistic. 

With the val~e of air specific stream thrust obtained from equation 2, one 

must now determine a value for TTe' From equation (1) one observes that if 

the ratio Sae/(l+f/a) \1fT e 

is formed, the result would only be a weakly varying function of y and ~e for 

a sonic nozzle. Using the NASA thermochemical program, [4], the ratio is 

computed and plotted versus TTe· The results are shown in Fig. 6 for 

Shelldyne-H fuel, more commonly designated as RJ-5. Also shown is a curve 
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for JP-4 at 5 atmospheres. It is interesting to note that if the RJ-5 curves 

are used to reduce data for JP-4 a maximum error of 2% in combustion efficiency 

would be incurred and demonstrates the relative insensitivity of this parameter 

to temperature and fuel type. 

These data are input as. a two-dimensional table into a data reduction 

program with pressure and total temperature, TTe• as the independent variables. 

A first gues~ of 2.43 is used for this ratio and with the measured values of 

f/a and Sae, a total temperature is computed. This temperature is then used 

to obtain a better value for the ratio Sae/(l+f/a) vff.Te from the table and 

the final temperature computed. 

The temperature computed in this manner is not only a measure of chemical 

efficiency of the combustor but it is also a measure of how well the flow is 

mixed before it exits the nozzle. For example, if one locally burned all of 

the fuel stoichiometrically at 100% efficiency when the overall fuel-air ratio 

was 40% of stoichiometric and failed to mix these products with the colder 

stream, the combustion efficiency deduced from the thrust measurement would 

only be 66%. 
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Combustor Scaling 

SECTION III 

DISCUSSION & RESULTS 

All of the scale combustor models were tested at baseline conditions which 

approximated the 11 pressure scaling'' criteria. To accomplish this, the air 

flow was adjusted so that the product of the combustor chamber pressure and 

the combustor diameter remained a constant. Exit nozzle sizes were chosen 

so that combustor velocity was approximately the same in all combustors. 

Inlet air temperature was held constant around l000°R. Fuel/air ratios were 

selected at .025, .04, and .055. A spark plug, modified to burn hydrogen 

with air, was used as a pilot flame to ignite the fuel mixture in the 

chamber. The ignitor was used only to initiate the combustion and then was 

switched off. Lean blow-out limits, combustion efficiency, and combustor 

instability characteristics were obtained for each test condition. Rich 

blow-out limits were recorded when they occurred within the range of operating 

conditions. Photographs were taken of oscilloscope traces from an unbonded 

strain gauge pressure transducer located on the inlet so that the frequency 

and amplitude of any pressure oscillations could be determined. In addition 

to the base conditions, the pressure level within each of the combustors was 

varied by adjusting the air flow. Velocities within the combustor were varied 

by using different area exit nozzles. 

Fig. 7 gives the combustion efficiency results for the baseline conditions. 

At low fuel/air ratios the product of pressure diameter, PO, held reasonably 

constant,and comparable combustion efficiencies were obtained, t~us validating 
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the pressure scaling relationship. At higher fuel/air ratios, however, 

the performance of the smallest combustor (2" D) fell off markedly, possibly 

due to the relatively large heat loss. Performance for the 4" combustor con

sistently remained slightly higher than the 3" or 5" combustor, suggesting that 

some secondary effect such as a difference in tolerance on fuel injector size 

and location was responsible, rather than the scaling relationship itself. 

Figs. 8. 9, and 10 show th~ results of all the test conditions attempted 

for fuel/air ratios of .025, .04, and .055, respectively. In these figures 

an indication of whether smooth combustion, combustion instability", or no 

combustion w~s encountered at a given chamber pressure and combustor entrarice 

Mach numbe~. M3. The highest ihlet.Mach number data shown correspond to a · 

choked constant area combustor without an exit nozzle. Combustiori could not 

be sustained under thos~ conditions for all cases attempted. Whe~e combustion 

instability was encountered, the frequency and amplitudeof the pressure oscil

lation divided by mean chamber pressure is also given. 

Definite trends can be observed from the above figures. At the low fuel/air 

ratio, Fig. 8,.combustion instability occurred i~ all 4 combusto~s when the 

smallest exit area nozzles (A.;A3 < .2) were used. This wa~ ~ low frequency 

combustion instability of around 160 to 220 cycles/sec. with very large ampli-

tude pressure oscillations. Good combustion was achieved in moit cases for 

the design exit area nozzles (A./A3- .5), which corresponded to combustor 

velocities, V3, of from 200 to 300 ft/sec. Combustion efficiencies were 

essentially constant except for the 2" and 3" chambers where combustion effi-

ciency decreased when tested at the 1 ower chamber pressures. Sustained combustion 

was not obtainable with the 2" chamber with the large area exit nozzle (A./A3- .75) 

or for any of the combustors when no exit nozzle was utilized (A*/A3 = 1). 
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As fuel/air ratio was increased to .04, Fig. 9, a higher frequency com~ 

bustion instability occurred in the 211 chamber at the design nozzle area ratio. 

Combustion could not be sustained at other velocities or at low pressures for 

the 2'' combustor. Likewise, combustion could not be sustained with the 311 

combustor at the lower pressure conditions. At the highest fuel/air ratio 

tested, Fig. 10, the above trends continued with good combustion becoming more 

difficult to achieve for the ~maller combustors (2 11 and 311 D). 

The above results indicate ihat for the size range of combustors tested, 

pressure scaling is reasonably valid, except perhaps for the very small com

bustors· where the percentage of heat loss becomes significant. This implies 

that small scale dump combustors should be tested at hig~~r pressure levels 
' .... :,.. " . ~..._ \~ ·: :'\ 

in order to simulate the combustion prpces~·of full·~cale combustors at alti-
'· 

tude conditions. 

Combustor L/0 
I '. 

The 511 D comb us tor was tested with different 1 ength chambers varying from 
•' 

7 1/2 11 tb ~0 11 in order to determine the L/0 effect on dump combustor perform-

ance. Test conditions remaineo the same as during the base scale model tests. 

These results are shown in Fig. 11. A strong L/0 effect is noted. A L/D of 6 

was required in order to obtain combustion efficiencies of 90%. It should be 

stated that the combustiort efficiencies given are for essentially cold wall 

combustors obtained directly from thrust measurements and are not corrected 

for heat loss. In previous tests conducted with an ablative li~ed chamber 

[5], combustion efficiency was observed to increase up to 10% with time as 

the ablative walls of the chamber heated up. 
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Fuel Additives 

Shock tube studies [8, 9] have shown that relatively small amounts of n-propyl 

nitrate and ferrocene can effectively reduce the ignition delay times of Shell

dyne f~el. Fuel blends consisting of Shelldyne~H and 7 l/2% by volume of n•propyl 

nitrate,, toluene, arid toluene-ferrocene were tested in the 5'' 0 combustor. 

Toluene was included primarily to alter the physical properties .of the blend 

and reduce. viscosity. Fig. 17 shows this data for the base condition, a high 

L/0 combustor, .and a low temperature case. Results were disappointing in 

that combustion efficiencies were lower with al·l of the additives than those 

obtained with pu.re Shelldyne. • Similar results were obtained when the propyl 

nitrate concentration was increased to 15%. This indicates that the dump 

burner used in this study is not chemical reaction rate limited. 

Flame Stabilization 

Blowrout data obtained from the previous tests using JP~4 fuels is shown 

in Fig. 18. Here the overall f/a ratio at which rich and lean blow-out occurred 

is plotted against a stability correlation parameter. With the exception of 

the runs with small nozzle area ratios (A*/A3 < .2), this correlation parameter 

appears to fit the data nicely considering that all four scale combustors are 

included. Also shown for comparative purposes are results for disk, corye, and 

hemisphere flameholders obtained at nearly the same inlet temperature [10] .. 

The equivalent dimension, de, used for the dump combustor in this comparison, 

was de= (03-02)/2. It is noted that the lean blow-out limit for.the dump 

. combustors Q~curs at a much smaller f/a ratio than do the conventional 

flameholder combustors. It is thought that this is due to the relatively small 

amount of pre-mixing of the liquid spray which occurs upstream of the dump. 
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This would allow the local f/a ratio in the recirculation zone to be much 

higher, corresponding to the mor~ classical pre-mixed lean blow-out limit. 

Generalized Performance 

Performance resuits obtained from all of the previous tests using JP-4 fuel 

were analyzed in an attempt to find a single parameter correlation. The range 

of variables included in this data are lfsted below: 

Combustor Diameter, D3 

Combustor L/D 

Nozzle Area Ratio, A*/A3 

Dump Area Ratio, A3/A2 

Inlet Velocity, V2 

Combustor Velocity, V3 

Chamber Pressure, Pc 
,, 

Combustor Inlet Temperature, TT
2 

Fuel/Air Ratio, f/a 

2 .... 511 

1.5--> 6 

. 14 .... . 76 

2.5 .... 7. 1 

330 .... 1510 ft/sec 

80 .... 440 ft/sec 

27 .... 92 psia 

290 --> 790°F 

, . G25 ..... 055 

Fig. 19 gives 9 different correlations that were applied to this data. 

These correlations were obtained either from ramjet combustion open literature 

[11], contractors usage, or modifications to previous correlations. In 

cases where an appr·oach ve 1 oci ty was required, 2 computations were made using 

both the inlet duct velocity, V2, and the combustor entrance velocity after the 

dump, V3. Combustion efficiency was then plotted on semi-log paper against the 

various correlations. In' most cases trends were not identifiable. Fig's. 20 

and 21 are examples of this in which nc is plotted against a burner severity 

parameter, WA/A* (TT
2
/1000)2, and a characteristic length correlation~ 

L(D4/D*) 2(TT211000). Fig. 22 shows similar results when nc is plotted against 
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the stability parameter that was used for correlating the blow-out results 

shown in Fig. 18. Much better results are obtained when a modified version 

to the well-known Longwell parameter [12] is employed. These results are 

shown in Fig. 23. The assumption made in obtaining this correlation was 

that the reaction volume for the dump combustor was limited to the center 

core region as defined by the exit nozzle area. 

Combustor Pressure Losses 

Conventionally, ramjet burner pressure losses have been correlated by 

plotting the pressure ratio across the burner versus the sonic throat air 

specific stream thrust, Sa*' divided by the square root of the inlet total 

temperature, TT2. This parameter has not been very successful in correlating 

pressure losses in dump combustors where the major losses are aerodynamic rather 

than thermodynamic. It was found [13] that the cold flow pressure losses of 

dump combustors could be correlated if the losses were plotted versus Mach 

number·of the flow at the entrance to the combustor, M2. The correlation took 

the form 
- !..NoM22 = e 2 

where N0 was a function of the area ratio.across the dump station, A3/A2. 

Results obtained from this study have shown that even this correlation 

becomes unsatisfactory when combustion is qccurring in the chamber. Contrary 

to the logical expectation .that the losses would-be somewhat greater due to 

combustion, it was found that the losses are less at the same inlet Mach 

number with combustion than without combustion~ This reduced loss is apparently 

caused by the modification of the pressure in the recirculation zone by the 

combustion. Unpublished work here at the Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab has 
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shown that the pressure in the recirculation zone of the dump combusto~' · 

is about /5% of the inlet static pressure for·a·combustor to inlet area ratio 

of 4 when no combustion is occurring. With efficient combustion occurring in 

the chamber, this pressure rises to a value essentially equal to the inlet 

static pressure. If it is postulated that the degree of pressure rise is 

related to the combustion efficiency, then pressure losses with combustion can 

be correlated by the following expression: 

where 

- PT4 A3 
ljJ---

PT2 A2 

~ = (02/03)1/2 + [1-(02/03)1/2] nc 

Details in obtaining these expressions are given in Appendix A. 

The results of plotting this correlating parameter versus inlet duct Mach 

number are shown in Fig. 24. The majority of this data is from the 411 and 511 

diameter combustion chambers and covers combustion efficiencies of from 29% to 

90%. Also shown in Fig. 24 are some typical data taken from tests performed at 

The Marquardt Company on full scale hardware. This engine suffered additional 

losses due to flameholders in the inlet duct but the agreement with the present 

data is still quit~ good. Fig. 25 sh6ws a comparison of the combustor pressure 

losses using this correlation parameter along with two previously used pressure 

loss correlations, namely No and co8 where 

= Sa31- Sa3 
Cos 

y p I A3 ( M 3 I ) 2 2 3 

and the primes are fictitious conditions obtained by isentropic expansion from 

A2 to A3. Large differences between these three methods are evident at the 

higher inlet Mach numbers. 
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SECTION IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

Pressure scaling may be applied (with caution) to dump combustors. 

Combustion instability can occur in dump combustors, particularly in 

combustors with small nozzle area ratios. 

'Combustor L/0 is an important parameter in dump combustors which do not 

contain flameholders. L/0 ~ 4.5 is required to obtain good combustion efficiency. 

Combustion efficiency is dependent upon inlet air temperatures in the range 

of from 300 to 800°F. 

Shelldyne fuel is particularly sensitive to low inlet air temperatures. 

At 290° F the comb us ti on efficiency for She 11 dyne-H decreases d ras ti ca lly with 

increasing fuel/air ratio when compared to JP-4 results. 

Fuel additives of n-propyl nitrate, toluene, and ferrocene did not improve 

comb us ti on efficiency when added to. She 11 dyne. 

Currently used single parameter correlations do not adequately correlate 

combustor efficiency results when applied over a wide range of combustor con

figurations and test conditions. The best results were obtained when a. modi

fied version of the Longwell parameter was used. 

Pr~ssure losses covering a wide range of geometrical variables and engine 

conditions are satisfactorily correlated by a single variable derivable from 

one dimensional relations requiring only one experimentally determined func

tion, s· 
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SECTION VI 

APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF PRESSURE LOSS CORRELATION PARAMETER 

If one assumes the static pressure in the reci-rculation zone is some 

fraction, ~, of the inlet static pressure, an expression can easily be-

derived for the total pressure loss across the dump region by making use of 

the X, Y and Z Mach number functions, where 

and 

X= yY"M 

[1~ M2] 2(Y~l, 
Y = M ~y(l+rzl.M2) 

l+yM2 

Z = X/Y 

The one-dimensional weight flow and stream thrust equations then become 

W =PTA X ~9M/dl.TT 
. 

F = ~ V+PA = Pr A Z 

One then finds from the one-dimensional momentum equation, that for a 

constant pressure in the recirculation zone 

and 

· Y2(l+yM22) 

PT3 - X2A2 
PT2 - X3A3 

For small Mach numbers in the combustor, the functions X3 and v3 can be 

expressed as 

x3 = s M3c 

y 3 = D M3E 
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One can then write an expression for PT31PT2 in terms of M2, A3/A2 and s· 

PT3 _ x2 Az [ Yz(l+yMz2) ] -1.06686 
PT2 ~ U3 A3 {l+yMz 2+s(A3/Az-1)1 

The functi.on s should be a function of the combustion efficiency, Tlc• 

as well as the area ratio of the burner to the inlet. The proposed varia-

tion is 
l/2 

+ [l-(o2;o3) J nc 

One then expects the 
PT3 A3 

lJ!· = PT2 K2 

correlation parameter 
2 -1.06686 

{l+yMz +s(A3JA2-l)J 

to be a function of the inlet Mach number and y only and have a value 
x2 2 -1.06686 

lJ! = ~ cv 2(l+yM2 )J 

Since the pressure loss correlation parameter is based on ~ne-dimensional 

relations one must obtain mean inlet and combustor total pressures to test the 

cor~el~tion. The most consistent results are obtained when thes~ mean pres-

sures yield the correct mass flows from the one-dimensional equations. 

With the inlet flow to the combustor being subsonic one expects the static 

pressure across the inlet to be fairly uniform even if the total pressure is 

not uniform. Hence, by measuring the inlet static pre~sure, total temperature 

and mass flow, an average inlet Mach number from the mass flow equations can 

easily be determined: 1 1/2 
W =vY M2(l+ T Mz 2) PzA2'/MtJ/R.. 

a yr,:-2 

Isentropic relations are then used to obtain a mean total .pressure, PTz• 

from M2 and Pz. 

20 



The mean total pressure after combustion is calculated from the mean 

combustion temperature which was previously deduced from the thrust measure

ment. Here again use is made of the NASA thermochemical program to obtain 

the proper corrections for ideal, chemically reacting flows. The weight flow 

through a sonic nozzle is simply related to the area of the throat, A*, 

the total pressure, PT4, and the total temperature, TT4, by the expression 

WT = Kw PT4 A*/ ~4 

where Kw is a function of the molecular weight,~,and ratio of specific 

heats, y, of the combustion products. 

Values of Kw for RJ-5 and JP-4 are shown in Fig. 26. Kw is somewhat 

pressure sensitive at high temperatures and is stored in the data reduction 

program as a two-dimensional array with TT
4 

and PT4 as the independent 

variables. 

With the measured total weight flow through the combustor, it is now a 

simple matter to compute a mean combustor total pressure which is consistent 

with the ,mass flow and the thrust of the comb us tor. 
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SECTION VII 

APPENDIX B 

TABULATION OF JP-4 AND RJ-5 

COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY DATA 

Preceding page blank 
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r ·-~~--·--0-u_m_p K-C-om_b_u_s t_o_r_O_a_t_a -------~~--~R-1 

JP-4 i 
(*) could not sustain combustion 

nc Test 
03 02 L 0* 
(1nches) (inches) 

5'' base 
~----~~----~------~r-----~------r-----~------

5" base 

5" base 

High P 

High P 

High P 

High P 

Low V 

Low V 

Low V 

~igh v 

~igh v 

5 2.5 15 3.5 .054 3.01 993 37.75 .-749 I 

s 2.5 15 3.5 .027 6.21 991 59.32 .64g. 1 

5' 2. 5 15 3. 5 . 040 5. 84 995 64. 19 . 686 i 
·l-----·---1f----------t-------l-------+-------+-------t----__j 

5 2.5 15 3.5 .054 5.25 997 64.16 .696 1 

5 2.5 15 3.5 .055 5.80 1025 75.03, .798 .I 
5 2.5 15 2.0 .026 1.32 1001 38.12 .654 1 

5 2.5 15 2.0 ,Q37 1.16 1013 36.94 .643 !: 

5 2. s 15 . 2. o . o5o 1. o5 1028 35. 11 . . 552-j 

5 2. 5 15 4. 25 . 025 5. 59 l 033 35. 91 . 6-39--i 
i 

5 2.5 15 4.25 .038 5.00 1016 36.85 -, .64~] 
High v---+-5----2 .-5--+-15 ___ 4 ___ 2_5 __,_ __ o-5-3---+----4 .-4,_3--+--9-92---t--3-4-.-3-9---~2 !· 

High V 5 2.5 15 5.0 .025 7.35 990 * *. -1 
High V 5 2.5 15 5.0 .040 6.13 990 * .: J 
High V 5 2.5 15 5.0 .055 5.43 990 * 1 

I 
l----__;_--t-'----~-----1f------+------t-------+--_;__-j---~-.Jl 

I 
. 714 ' 4" base 4 2.0 12 2.75 .025 2.95 1026 46.13 

4" base 4 2.0 12 2.75 .040 2.59 1017 49.40 .836 
J-------l------+-----ll------+----t-----+---+------ --

4" base 4 2,0 12 2.75 .055 2.30 997 48.29 .812 
--~~----_, _______ ~----~~---~----~~--------~ 

Low P 4 2. 0 12 2. 75 . 024 2. 48 1 009 37. 00 . . 637 
r----~f---------l---

Low P 4 2.0 12 2.75 .038 2.12 1002 38.41 .765 
~----~f--------1~ 

Low P 4 2.0 12 2.75 .054 1.86 998 37.92 .759 

High P 4 2.0 12. 2.75 -025 4.18 lOll 64.30 .681 
~----1f---------~--~----~~-~~r----+----+-~---r-----~ 

High p 4 2.0 12.· -2.7S .. 038 3.58 997 67.01 .843 

&:,:H:.:,i~ qh.:,.=,l,.,p _ _,!,;l! 4m 2 • Q 12 2.75 .052' 3.25 1008 _6Z_,_89 

GENERALYUR?OSE WO~~SHEET AFSC·At,FG ·WAS~. D-.~. 

~--~------------~ 
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Test 
03 02 L 0* Wa Tg2 . P3 

linches) (inches) f/a (#/sec) ( R) (psia) nc 
~----~~----~~----~~-----+~----4-------~~---+--~~ 

High P 4 2 12 2.75 .024 6.08 1011 92.05 .671 

High P 4 2 12 2.75 ,040 5.09 1014 97.13 .838 

High P 4 2 12 2.75 .055 4.58 1017 96.24 .810 

Low V 4 2 12 1.75 .026 1.23 1008 46.31 .645 

Low V 4 2 12 1.75 .o39 1.15 1ooo 50.75 .746 I 
Low V 4 2 12 1.75 .054 1.01 1000 47.74 .667 

High V 4 2 12 3.5 .024 4.08 1006 45.62 .676 

High V 4 2 12 3.5 .039 4.05 981 46.01 .708 

High V 4 2 12 3.5 .055 3.56 980 * * 
High V 4 2 12 4.0 .025 5.88 1000 * * 
Hi gti V 4 2 12 4. 0 . 040 4. 90 1 000 * * 
~----~~----~·---------~--------1------~------+-----~---------High V 4 2 12 4.0 .055 4.34 1000 * * 
~------~-------+--------4------~--~--+-----~~----~------1 

t------~~-----1--· -·· ··-----+------'- -+-------+--------+-------+-----' 
3" base 3 1.5 9• 2.0 .. 026 2.10 1029 60.44 .623 

3" base 3 1.5 9 2.0 .042 1.81 1031 63.87 .749 t-------r-------+-------,_~~--~~~-+~~-~-~~ 

3" base 3 1.5 9 2.0 .055 1.65 1029 62.88 .725 

Low P 3 1.5 9 2.0 .025 1.63 1041 47.38 .667 

Low P 3 1.5 9 2.0 .040 1.38 1045 * * 
Low P 3 1.5 9 2.0 .055 1.20 1045 * * 
~H-ig_h_P __ ~_3 ____ 1_.5-+_9 ___ 2_._o--+ __ ~.o~2~5--~3~·~1~9--+-~10~1,~o __ ,_ __ .~ __ .7_2~ __ .6_3_o~ 
High P. 3 1.5 9 2.0 .039 2.79 1003 96.54 .771 

High P 3 1.5 9 2.0 .054 2.43 1025 93.76 .. 761 

Low V 3 1.5 9 1.25 .027 .88 1029 67.35 .700 

ILow V 3 

Low V · 3 

FORM . 
AFSC JUL 61 185 a 

1.5 9 1.25 .039 .79 1034 65.96 .655 

1 . 5 9 1 . 25 . 055 .65 1035 

GENERAL PURPOSE WORKSH~ET 

zo 

* * 

AFSC ·AAFB ·WASH .. ~ C. 



Test 

High V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

2" base 

2" base 

2" base 

Low P 

Low P 

Low P 

Low P 

Low P 

Low P 

Low V 

Low V 

Low V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

High V 

AFZC FORM 
JUL t1 

Dr D2 L 
inches) 

3 1.5 9 

3 1.-5 9 

3 1.5 9 

3 1.5 9 

3 1.5 9 

3 1.5 9 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

2 1 6 

~85 0 

=-= ' -~~ 

Dump Combustor Data 
. ,. 

_I JP_;4 
f*) could not sustain combustion 
**)combustion instability too severe 

D* Wa 
(inches)· f/a (#/sec) 

2.5 .024 3.38 

2.5 .038 '2.89 

2.5 .055 2.45 

3.0 .025 4.41 
"- .. 

3.0 .040 3.67 

3.0 .055, 3. 25 ' 

1. 375 .023 1. 59 

1. 375 .038 1. 33 

1.375 .052 1.23 

1. 375 .024 1.10 

1.375 .041 .96 
'' -

1.375 .055 .80 .. 

1. 375 .023 .60 

1. 375 .030 .60 

1. 375 .04 .51 

.75 . 021 .68 

.75 I .026 .. 57 

.75 .04 .so 

1. 75 .025 2.37 

1. 75 .04 2.00 
' 

1. 75 .055 1. 78 

2.0 .025 2.94 

2.0 ' . 04 2.45 
-

2.0 .055 2. 17 
'. 

GENE~AL P~RFOSE WORKSHEET . 
27 

To2 . p3 
(oR) (psia) nC: -
1024 59.51 .563 

1023 63.32 .70y 
1020 . * * i 

1000 * * ! 
1000 * * ---~1 
1000 * * 

', 

1007 93.29 .626 ~l 
1026 91.79 .652__1. 

t' 

1027 89.69 .560 r 
1010 63.85 .573 

1015 67.57 -! .642 . 
~--j": 1015 * ' . ~" 

. -· ~ 

1000 ' 33.37 .509 ! 
'- I 994 31.91 . .315 

990 * * I 
.. 

1019 ** ** 

1007 ** ** i 

J 1005 * * 
1000 * 

I 
* 
~ 

1000 * _*_J 

1000 * * I 
1000 * * ' ' 

1000 * *' ____ ,_:.:.-f 
I 

1000 * * ' I" 
~~J.I 

AFSC..·A..!FB·VVt..SH .Q-C. 



Test 

LID 

LID 

L/D 

'L/D 

L/D 

1/D 

'LtD 

LlD 

L/b 

''L/D 
. 

L/D 
. . ' . 

L/b ; 

-
L'* : -

L* 

L* ' 
l'* 

L'* 

L* 

To2 

To2 

To2 

To2 

To2 

To2 
.. 

-~~ -Dump Combustor Data 
JP-4 

(*) could 

D3 DJ L D* Wa 
'(inches·· (inches) f/a (#/sec) 

5 2.5 7.5 3.5 .026 3.86 

5 2 .. 5 i 7.5 3.5 .04 3.32 

5 '2 .5 7.5 3.5 .055 2.97 

~5 2. 5 : 11.25 3.5 i .0250 3.84 

5 '2. 5 11.25 3~5 ' .04 3. 32 

:5 2. 5 ' ll .·25 3.5 .'055 2.95 

.5 2·. 5 :22.'5 3.5' . 02'5 3. 87. 

5 2.5 • ·22 .. 5 3.'5. .Oll 3.32 

5 

5. 
.. 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

'5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2.5 ; 22.5 3.'5 .054 3.02 

2_. 5 

2.'5 ' 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 i 

2.·5 . 

2·.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2. 5 '. 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

I 

30 3. 5 ' .025 3.89 

30 3.'5: ~o4 3 .'33 

30 3.5 : ·.055 2.98 

7.'5 t.-o · .04 1.36 

7.5 -2.0; .039 1. 17 

7.5. 2·.'0 .053 1. 06 ·- -. 

33.754.:25 .025 ; 5.58 
•• -~ < ,. .. 

~3.:75 '4-.-25 .039 4.81 
'. 

' 
33.7-5 4.2~ .054 4.29 

15 3.5 .025 3.87 

15 3-.'5. .039 3.33 

15 3.'5' .054 2.98 .. 

15 3.5 .024 3.95 

15 3.5 .039 3.37 

15 3.5 .054 3.04 

. 

GEN~RAL PU~POS~ WORKSHEET 
28 

- ~""'! 

not sustain combustion 
--

To2 P3 
(oR) (psi a) nc 

J 

1007 27.47 .. 151 I 
! 

1005 * * 

1005 * * 

1014 34.94 .580 I 
1028 32.43 .459 I -j 1028 35.38 .645 

1001 38.70 .814 

1006 40.19 .903 I 
I 
' 1009 39.42 . 831 I 

__J 

'996 39.99 .891 I 
r 
' 1002 40.49 .915 ! 

1005 39.64 .864 __ I 
998 42.70 .573 

.. 
'993 35.65 .532 

989 32.87 .410 

1007 38.82 .829 

1014 40.23 .893 l 
I 1001 40.76 .910 

758 33.40 .'588 

761 31.90 .523 

770 33.88 .615 1. 
--

1245 39.17 .709 

1249 ... 38 .. 22 .698 I 

.. 

1243 ; 39.4L .767 

----
. ·-··-

;,_;._.,..,.~, 

•· 



[ ~-·' _,,,,-... ,.,~---•-•c•~-- ~--~·,•~~~- ··"" -,_,- _,_, .. ,,>. ~- ;~.-,.. ...... -~------~~-.---'"~~'-"-··'- _..-., ~~-'·-·-,.~,·•·-••·-·-.-~.·c-.• ''~ , .. _.,_ ··· 

f Dump Combustor Data 
I JP-4 

f 

~Tes~)nc~~~lr finch~~} f/al-~c~-~l-;P~laJ _l,c-
A3/A2 4 1.5 12 2.71 .0263 2.93 _ 1042 ~~~6.63 ~~.644 
A3/A2 __ 4 l.5 12 2.71 .034 2.76 1045 48.03 [~-2 
A3/A2 4 1. 5 12 2.71 .423 2.49 1047 45~9_2 _[_._6~~-
A3/A2 4 1.~1_1_! 2.71- .0481- 2.36 1049 44.60 J .628 

A3/A2 4 1.~ 2.71 .0566 2.28 1049 --~~.43 _ __~----~;-
----- . -----------1------- -----------~-------

A3/A2 4 2.5 12 2.71 .0241 3.13 1004 49.51_~_7_0~ -; 

A3/A2 4 . 2.5 12 2. 71 .0315 2.86. lOll 49.30 ~6 

rA3tA2 ~--~·s __ _2_2. 2.11 .0395 2.10 -~~-- 49.79 J~~·~f' . 
A3/A2 4 2.5 12 2.71 .0474 2.45 1020 47.03 .673 
[------------------------~----~------+---------

4 2.5 12 2.71" .0532 2.57 1025 51.10 .655 
-------~-- -- ----- -------- ------!- ----

1 L/D -. 4 2.0 9 2.75 .024 - 3 · 06 1002 43.36 I .525 
'-----. ------------ ----- ------------ ------- -------·---------
1 L/D 4 2. 0 -g 2. 75 . 039 2 . 58 997 40. 96 I . 489 
------r------ -----------,--- -,--------
L/0 4 2.0 9 2.75 .054 2 · 33 999 46.12 -.699 
~----- ---,,~----~ ------+-------t-,.-;;-.----+----- -----1------

L/D_ 
4 

2.0 21 2.75 .025 
3

·
04 ~-4 48.59 l-----:775-. i 

L/D 4 2.0 21 2.75 .04 2.56 1027 49.45 .864 

· L/D : :·0 2
12
1 2.75 :::: :::: ~~:: ::::: - 1-:::: 

8 i nj. 2. 75 r 
8 inj. 4 2 12 2.751 .032 ' 2.72 1026 44_.70 r-.657 ' 

1------l-:-----+------'---+------ -----+-------,---+-------- --------' 
4 

8 inj. 2 12 2.75 .04 2.59 1017 49.40 . 836 ~ 
---+-----,----1-----+-------· --

8 inj. 4 2 112 
-I-

. 047 2.39 .839 2.75 1007 48.01 

8 i nj. 4 2 12 2.75 .055 2.30 . 997 48.29 .812 
~---+----~-----~---+----~----+--~-----~ 

4 i nj. 4 2 12 .024 2.99 2.75 1016 46.02 .709 f 
~------+-------+-------l--~::-::---t------t---::-:c-::·----- --- J 

.032 2 . 7s 1o26 44 . 83 .655 - 1 4 i nj. 4 2 12 2.73 
.. 

4i.~j. 4 2 12 2. 75 ; 039 2. 60 999 44. iJ . 636--

14 i nj. 4 . 2 , 12 :- 2. 7~ ·;047 -2.40-- 1010 145.92 ~-----:731~-

~~-!.!.~L~~·~J.~~~~-~:!5~---2}.!_.._~~~~-=-.l~L~-2 _ .. 1 .. __ :_::? -
AFSC fORM 

JUL f..l 185 0 Gr:t-!~:::,\i~ }~L;;~Fr~~.r: \'/O:~i(·~.HEEI"' 
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Dump Combustor Data 
RJ-5 --------------.-------~ --.------:-----J·------~~-----------

1 D3 - D2 ~ L D* Wa T Q2 P 3 I 
-----1------ ------t----- ---------- ------!-------!
. Test linches) (inches) f/a (-#/sec) ( R) (ps1a) - nc 

5'' base 5 2.5 15 3.5 .028 3.78 1002 I 36.55 I .680 
!---'---+------t------t------ --------- -------.---

5" base 5 2.5 15 3.5 .034 3.55 971 36.13 1 .673 
r----+-------1-- t---------

2.5 15 3.5 .04 3-.35 977 35.78 1 .664 5" base 5 
:------1------ -:--+------+------- -------------

5" base 5 --=~-~-~~~-- _:_-2~---9~~--r-~6.40 l~----~66~-
5" base 5 2.5~ 3.5 .053 3.03 993 37.16 .744 
----- ------;-------- ---t-------- ------------ , _______ _ 

I 
'High p 5 2.5 15 3.5 .028- 6.63 1022 66.78 L .770 

~gh p 5 2.5 15 3.5 .042 -~-- '1034 66.00 -~--.779 

-High p _ ~-~Y-~~-~- .058 5.07 ---~o;----~7.3~~r~_.8;-=-
--L/D r-~-~- 30 3.5 .0272 --~~---~---~~84 
L/D 5 2.5 30 3.5 .0341 3.55 985 35.0 I .886 

.. L/D -5--Z~S-- 30 3.5 .0415 3.34 ----gag-----36~1--~-.896-
( ________ ------------------- --------- ---------------·---------

I_UD ____ 5 2.5 30 3.5 .0477 3.18 994 35.9 I .887 
---- -t---------- ------- ------.---

L/D" 5 2.5 30 3.5 ;0552 2.99 998 35.1. I .884 
------1---------- ------ ------ ---------- ------------- -----,---
Low To2 5 2.5 15 3.5 .028 3.87 753 33.97 j .583 

Low T o;---1-5--2 .-5- 15 3 . 5 -~-5 -- r-;-~~-- ~--~~--- ~~;---~--~~15 

~----L_o_w_r_o_2 __ 1-_5 __ 2_.5____,.., 15 3.s .o41 3.27 745 ~--~---[-~463-
~L_o_w_T_o_2_+-5 ___ 2_._5_+_1_5~-----'-3._5 _ _J_. .047 3.11 750 29.21 I .429 _ 

_ L __ ow_To_2 __ +--5 __ 2_·~- 15 3.5 I .054 , 2.94 766 _ 27.79 -~-~376 , 

High r 02 5 2.5 15 3.5 .0276 3.91 1244 31.5 1 .729 

2:5 15 3.5 .0333 3.65 1236 31.8~~82 
1------1----

High T02 5 

High T02 5 2.5 15 3.5 .0413 3.34 1229 32.0~~77 
1----+------l------- H 

High To2 5 2.5 15 3.5 .0471 3.2o 1223 32.6 --~~~ 1 

High To2 5 2.5 15 3.5 .054 3.04 1220 32.3 .662 

-~~~-- ~--2--~ 15 3.5 .028 --3.91 --~--~~_)___:__6_~~-
1 

4 ~n~. 5 2.5 15 3.5 .041 3.35 981 35.94 +-~~ 

_ .,i.._1 nJ_~--=r2-~~~~J~~~-ll.~-~~~4--=-"'J..,.QL.~.~--2-2L=~ .. JL.Z.~ ... :~~··'---5~~--
FOR.'!, 

.IIJL C\ H;:Jo , ~--s'..:.. . ..:.....:. :-=-, 
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w 
1-' 

• .. Pressure Sea 1 i ng .. 

• 

= CONST 
= CONST 
= CONST 

PL 
v 
TIN 
fta = CONST 
Geometric Similarity 

For n = 2 
(Apparent Reaction Order of 2) 

Major Difficulties 

1. 

2. 

Re ~. PL(V) 
PL Dl -+-. 
~ 

Reynolds Nr. - Affects Speed of Mixing 
Re a P'VL 

Damkohler 1st - Fixes Residence Time in 
Relation to Reaction Time 

Dl = L ~1 L 
TV a V 

l PL = CONST 
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Figure 1. Combustor ScalingRelationships 
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